i11.-on the Glacier8 ofthe Mustahh Range. By Captain H. H.
GODM-IN-AUSTEN,
B.BG.S., a n g a l mc., late H.M. 24th Rcgt.,
desistant in the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India*
Read, January 11, 1864.

MY duties as aesistant in the great trigonometrical survey of
kashmir first took me amongst the wild valleys of Baltietan in
1860, and during the summer of that and the following year I was
stem of the Karakorim
occupied in eurveyinq .the vast
'
of 20 days from L r~naR a q e . I shall not here detail
gar In Kashmir to Skardo in Thibet. I t is a well-known road,
long since described by Mr. Vigne and Dr. Thompson, and is now
very frequently travelled over.
The mountain%urvey work of 1860 did not begm till the 5th of
August ; on that day, my party and I croaeed the rapid currenta of
the Indue and Nubra rivers, on a ziiks or native raft, made of goatskins filled with air, over which are laid a few light poles of poplar.
From the village of Kiris we commenced the ascent of B~ancliu,
starting on the 6th a little before sunrise. The pull up to the peak
was most laborious work ; 16,000 R elevation, that of Kiria below
being 6800, giving a good 9000 R for the ascent. From Kirie
I next followed up a large stream for a day and a half, and at the
head of the valley crossed the
over a glacier into the Thiillk
valley, which, at its upper end, ranches off in three directions. A t
tlie extremities of two of these are passes into Shigar. I crossed
over both, and found that they have small glaciers. The third
branch presents a much more imposing maas of ice, which cotpea
tumbling down a steep descent, and at its termination is 8 lit into
three by projecting masses of rock. I remained at this p ace till
the 13th. In its lower ound the Thiilk valley is well cultivated
for wheat; but it looks re, as there are no trees exce t a few
willows ; the river is a tributary to the Nubra For two ays my
march lay along the Nubra River, whence I turned off up a ravine
on the left, leading towards a pass over a ridge into the Hushe
valley. From this ridge we had to climb two pretty high hilb, one
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On the completion of the work connected with the measurement of the
Knrachi bsse-li~~e,Licut.-Col. (now MajorGeneral) Sir Andrew Waugh, as,
then Surveyo~Generalof Indii, dt.pu:ed Captain Montgnnteric. aE., to proceed
with the Ksrhmir series of trigonomrtrieal obeewatious. I n the years 1855-6,
the triangulation was carried into the heart of Kashmir, and by 1859 had been
extended into T h i h t . T h e names of the variom assistant-oacem, militvy and
civil, who were engaged in this work, and thc dimculties as well as hardships which
were attendant w the survey of this elevated and remote region,are fully reeoniPd
in the leveral Reports of the Suwqor-General to the Government of Iudia, slid
were noticed by the Earl de G w y rn his Presidentinl Addresa to the Royal Geographical Society in May, 1860. (Vide 'Journal of the Royal Geographical
Soe~ety,'rol. u x . p. clxx.)
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of which is known as Lanzopheuma I t took us two hours from
the camp below to get up to the pass, and six hours more to gain
the peak ; it w u a severe pull up. The view which I thence o L
b i n d of the Karakonim Ran ,rising to 22,000 R,with fine needlelike forms, was truly m ni cent; and yet these mountains were
on1 the spurs which ranyown from the great maases beyond them.
'$he 17th brought with it a hard day's work; stnrtin earl
r e first crossed a ridge which separated us h m a ravine$on&
up which, a t its head, was a fine peak called Chun oksigo, and
which had to be ascended, as it commanded a view o the country
beyond the valley. Our way at first was over a broad snow-bed,
and then across a slope of loose d a r k of slate-rock which lay a t
an angle of 45O. The ground was continually sliding away ; the
whole maas seemed full of snow or ice in a meltin state. However, we managed to reach the summit about 1 o'c ock, and crossin over I set u the plane-table, overlookin a ravine on the other
si e, down whie went a small glacier. &ere was a sharp point
of rock some few hundred feet higher than the ground we were on,
and as I had sketched in all that I could see below me, we determined to o to it. Our way was over snow, and somewhat difficult.
After a w ile it became so steep that we had to cut steps for the
remainder of the way. Finally we reached the point ; it raised us
altogether clear of the ridge, and I was amply repaid for all the
labour by the magnificence of the view. Below was a glacier with
all its crevasses and varied features laid out-as on a map : to the
left was Zoah, 21,000 ft., right ahead up the Hush6 valley was
Masherbrum, rising to 25,000 k,with its pink-tinted rocks shining
out in warm contrast with the masses of snow which rested on its
sides. Our descent was at first much more expeditious than our
ascent had been ; lying on our backs, we slivt rapidly down the
snow-slopes, but the subsequent 'ourney over the loose debris was
far worse than the labouring-up ad been.
On the 18th and 19th we proceeded along the Hush& valley
amidst most splendid scenery, the lofty peaks rising up on either
side, and with the most fantastic forms. The river, above the village of this name, consists of three branches ; the terniinations of
visible up the valleys on the left. I began
evening reached the foot of
down from Masherbrum.
the 20th I ~tartedup the moraine of the
lacier, and managed to scramble along for about 6 miles, when
%e surface of the ice became m broken that it waa impossible to
proceed. This &lacier is continued for 6 miles further up to the
ridge, which on ~ t snorthern face gives off another great glacier,
oome 15 to 1 8 miles in length.
I next followed up the main stream o' the Hush8 River, which
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isguea from a cavern a t the foot of a very much larger glacier than
the preceding. Some 5 miles up, this lacier forks, each branch
-5 about 7 miles in length'; one of em is heavily laden with
debns, some of the blocks being of enormous size, whilst the other
is quite clean; with only a narrow dirtband running don one
aide. On one side of this laden glacier, which I mpose to &stinguish as the Masherbrum Glacier, was a lake, o which the bound a y on one side was a vertical cliff of glacier-ice, a great mass of
which broke away as we were returning, and went down with a
bang and a splash into the smooth lake beneath.
On the 23rd I followed u the third glacier, which is of much
greater thickness than the o em, and carries an enormous load of
rocky de%ris ; there is a fourth large glacier connected with the
sources of the Hush4 River which I tried to explore, but the sidea
were so steep that we could not get u n it at all.
The survey work bein finished, I wended the Hush8 River to
its confluence with the ubra. The Hush'e is joined below, on the
left bank, by the Saltoro, a large river which evidently comes down
from some distance, but which I did not explore on our way
down. From Ka oo to the junction of the Indus with the Nubra
is 24 milea
e following morning we croesed the Indus to
the left bank, a11d another march of 24 miles brought us into
Skardo.
In measuring off mp work I found that in 23 days I had surveyed 1350 uare miles of a very mountainous country. The
surrey of the%uahb valley was completed ; it is a district which
presents a very varied character of scenery, from villages surrounded
with stately trees and luxuriant ve etation, up to regions of desolation, of lofty snow-clad peak an vast glaciers.
I made a short rest at Skardo. As it at first resents itaelf,
with ita great overhanging rock rising from out u broad level
valle of the Indue, it is plctmesque and striking ; but the place
itaelri small and uninteresting.
My next start was from Go1 into the hills, to the south of Skardo ;
in the course of this part of the survey I had two good mountainclimbs--one u a ak of the name of Gommathaumigo, with an
elevation of 1 ,5 R ; from its summit, if the weather be clear,
there is a magnificent view of the Karakonim mountains, or rather
of that portion known as the Mustakh ; but preeentin at this dietance only great masses of everlasting snow, from o which rise
several fine peala to the west, and deep in the d ' i n c e below lies
the Skardo valley, and its junction with the Shigar.
I returned to Skardo, where I crowed the Indus in a boat ; thie
being the highest part of its course a t which a boat is to be met with.
W e went on at once to Kuardo, the peak above which we endea-
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voured to ascend, but were unable to do so, owing 6 a recent 6vi3
days' fall of snow.
On the 18th September I went on into Shigar, and thence up a
.tributary from the eastward for two marches, ascending a peak a t
its further end. I here came upon a mass of daty limestone-rocb
swarming with encrinites and other palaebzoic fossils, the occurrence of which a t this place, and near Kashmir as well, wems to
elucidate the general geological structure of this portion of the
IIimalayan chin.
There was yet time for another departure from Shigw ; m,
starting along the left bank of the river, we followed it upwardsfor
three days, crossed on goat-skins a little above Ohutrun, and thence
up the Gunto La (or Pas) to Rondu. From this position I obtained
fine views up towards the high pass into Nagayr and of the country
to the west, which as' yet is only known to us by native reports;
but the season for surveying was now over.
'Preliminary to the survey work of 1861, I had to viait several
peaks in the neighbourhood of Skardo ; one of these, Thyarlung,
a principal trigonometric~lstation of the Kashmir series, is situated
close to the watershed of the Indus on the north, and on the edge
of the laina of Deosai ; and, tho h in sight from Skardo, it took
me a ong round to reach it, as? wished to visit the Bmrje La
(or Pas) on to the road to I(ashmir, in order to ascertain its
elevation.
On the 7th of July, my camp marehed through Skardo and thence
to Kiirpito, a small village a t the entrance of the ravine which
leads up to the Boo+ Ln The road up the ravine is good, and
the ascent eteady, witb precipitous spurs of slate-rock on either
side ; as several coolie-loads were behm, I made a halt a t C h o p
chu-mik (the great watereye, or spring), for a t thii spot the stream
which for full a mile has been buried beneath the talus from the
hills, gushes out aa pure as cr stal.
On the 8th we startod ear y, the road still good. Soon after
quitting our campstation, the b i i h and junipers were left behind,
and the ravine assumed a drearier aspect Beyond our bre-akf&ing-place, near a frozen snow-bed, the ascent b e m e very
fatigumg. After crossing some snow and a rough stony dope
beyond, the
was at last attained, a t au elevation of 15,878 fi.
or 8800 R a ve the plain of Skarda From this position there is
a commandi~lgview over the h
i plains, a currous undulating
region of round-topped granite hills, encircled by lofty snowy peaks :
winding rills, iseulng from iarm of emerald-green water, set in
snow.beds, are the'only other features of this curious scene. Not
a bueh, nor the dightest trace of vegetation, was to be eeep, whilst
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the sienna tint of the weather-worn granite surfaces, which pervaded
everything, added to the extreme desolation of the scene. During
the ascent of the Boorje La, nly pule beat 138 in a minute, that
of a Balti, 104.
The first art of the ascent of Thyarlung was p y , then over
small loose e'bris of rocks which became sharper as we neared the
summit. Three hours and a half, however, of steady walking
brought us to the summit, 16,844 R. by trigonometrical levelling.
The view, as umal fmm these great altitudes, was grand and
magnificent ; but it cannot be said that it was picturesque, being
thrown too high above all the valleys, and the horizon on the high
peaks lying away to the north and east-but r d l y they looked,
with hot a cloud in the sky. Peak K 2, the ighest on this eidc
Mount Everest in the far eastern Himalnyas
of an airy-blue tint, surrounded by the elluwer
8, and others, a11 over 24,& ft. in
by hundreds, thrust up their headssome snow-capped, some rounded, some bare and angular, running
up as sharp as needles
I t was a splendid day, too fine to last as it proved, when we left
the Bande Loombah and marched up to the end of the small glacier
at its head; then turning to the left we ~ecendedthe Thyarlund
ridge, here low, to the Shi ar Luggo (Pamage). Thence thd
descent is verj steep and ba just below the ridge, and becomes
excesivelp stony beyond, being over moraines h m the small'
glacier of the second order at this place. This lacier has evidently
at some former time been much longer than it 1s at present, whilst,
in addition, the snows in winter bring down
at masses of ddbris
which lie strewed over the lower slopes and ttom of the ravine.
For some distance down, as in the case of the Boorje Loombah;
the stream is not risible, till on reachin4 the end of the rough
debria it gushes out in full stren th, rushing and tumbling down
towards the village of Shigiiri in t e Skardo plaih.
This village of Shigar is situated on,an immense unstratified
accumulation of earth and angular de'bris, which juts out into thd
plain, the work of olden glaciers. Taken altogether, this valley of
the msny and great physical
Skardo is a curious study, f~
changes it has undetgone eince the mountains were first raised, aa
the now stand about it.
$he height of the upper lacustrine de sit at Kuardo is qnitd
4000 feet above the present river, and t r s deposit also re& on
the rock of Skardo in the town. This attracts the attention at
once, for it indicates plainly that the whole breadth of the valley
has at some time been filled up to that level.
The clay deposits nearer the level of the present river, and
through which it has cut it$ course, &ow that once thid Skardo
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basin contained a vast lake with swampy grassy margin4 long subeequent to the time when
the first deep lake. The
the shells, there are
them past conditions and
of wood, not
the crumbling s t e m of
in one stratum only, but erst one, covered by three or four feet of
sand and pebbles, then another. This succession can be traced
over large areas throughout the lower lacustrine deposit, wherever
i t is cut through by the resent drainage lines of the valley, and
can be best seen from I!ipchun
a m the valley to Kuardo, and
thence up the Shigar River, near the village of that name-everywhere at a uniform level. The temperature of this refmQ%
has undergone great changes ever since the period of t e lower
lacustrine depoeit. A t the village of Kipchun the terminal moraine
of a p t glacier from the gorge above juts out a full quarter of a
mile ~ n t othe plain, with ita great blocks, just as the icttmaes threw
them off. This moraine rests on the deposit of valley sand, whilst
the lacustrine beds of Kuardo are hundreds of feet above. In thii
orge and then some eight miles higher up there is now only a
&omn mow-bed.
Ever subject to the great cataclysms of the Tndus and its tribw
taries, more especially from the side of the Nubra and Shigar, with
their glacial sources, the plain of Sksrda has undergone changes
even within the memory of man.' The waters from many sources
rush in here and spread themselves over the plain, and any obstruction in the narrow gorge towarde Ronyal retains them. This
%ppened in 1841, when a great tlood from the Nubra valley did
ble mischief. At that time the plain opposite the village
of uardo was cultivated and well wooded-the site of two or
three villages-these the flood added to the spoil from above. At
Komba, where the river n m w s , the whole was arre%ted, forming
a tangled mars, which caused the waters tp rise and remain pent
u for nine days over the plain of Skardo. With what terrible
e k c t the body of rater which had thus accumulated burst its
barrier is still remembered a t Attock, where hundreds of men and
women, the tents and cattle of the camp of Golab S i g h , were
wept into the Indua
E rom Shighi the road to the ferry over the Indus at Kapashna
is across sandy tlats, which stretch as far as the village of Hoto.
I n many places sanddunes, with their steep slopes to the east, show
the p r e v d n g winds to be down the valley.
-A short distance above the spot where the boat leaves the Skardo
shore the muddy waters of the Shigar River come sweeping down,
forming strong eddies and even considerable waves when both
rivera are high. The sandbanks are continually shifting, and our
boat was constantly aground; but by hauling and pushing, the
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boatmen jumping into the water on these occaeiong the opposite
bank was a t last gained.
On landi on the right bank I rode on to the village of
Kuardo, whic lies along a ravine, bounded on the west by a, hi h
h i of alluvial de it and on the north and east by spurs from t e
peak of Mashk la This mountain had to be ascended, being
the second step necessary for fixing the
tions of the high peaks
ahead; but the aacent was obli cd to
deferred till the 15th,
as the mountains around were a hidden in thick clouds.
I n spite of a somewhat wanty upp ply of water for irrigation,
without which nothing will grow in this region, the village of
Kuardo is beautifull wooded and green : fields riee in terraces for
a distance of two mika don the valley ; the houses are scattered
about them, surrounded by ruit-trees-apricot,
mulberry, walnut,
apple ; willows are common. The vines are planted at the foot of
the treeq and hang in festoonsfrom the branches ; they bear largely.
The field cultivation consists of wheat, cochxmb, tromber, and
barley. Excellent gourds, melons, cucumbers, turnip, &c., are
grown in the ardena The water flows in artificial channels
through the tiel$ and the supply being small, it is economaed by
being collected into some large tanks, with sides built of boulders
and earth, from which a certain quantity is allowed to each Zemindar. The houses, in sets' of about eight or ten, are built in
two stories: the ground-floor walla are of the rounded stones fium
the ravines, with mud, or of sunburnt bricks of large size, cut out
of the hard lacustrine clay. This lower story is usually about ten
feet high, and is either used in the winter as a residence, or serves
for the cattle, sheep, and goata The walb of the
made of strong wicker-work, often double, and well
mud. The upper story does not cover the whole of
a portion is left with n flat roof, where the owners usually i t , and
where they clean their grain. I n the better kind of houses the
upper story is of wood. The ascent to the h o w is by a ladder
from the outaide, so that the inmates in a measure are secure. The
crops are often stored up, as small ricks, on the mfs, as also the
gnrsa for the cattle, wbere it is close a t hand during the winter,
when the ground is wholly covered with snow. The women clean
in, and, with the exception of ploughing, do as much of the
? x r labour as the men, even carrying heavier loads. w h e n
cattle are scarce it ie not unusual to see a couple of men harnessed
to a plough. The fields are kept exceedingly clean, and are well
manured.
--- - - -During the apricot seaaon the large rocks and the roo& of the
houses are covered with the fruit, and in two or three clear days
become sufficiently dry to be packed in skins ; they are then called
6' k
h
o and~form a very considerable article of coneumpticm in
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the country : the better sort are e rted to Ladak, Astore, and
Kashmir. The proms of making
obanies is by half splitting
the apricots and taking out the stones : l~everalare then inserted,
one illside the other, with a sweet kernel in the centre, and they'
are thus dried in the form of small balls. When required for use
they are put to soak in water overnight, and eaten with chupattiea
next morning.
On the 15th of July the clouds cleared away a little, and starting
early we were soon beyond the fields which lead up to the grazinggrounds above. The lower part of this ravine is most curious, it
'being extremely narrow, from 10 to 14 feet wide, while cliffi on
either side rise to between 400 and 500 feet. The cliff to the
left is of hard sandstone and cot~glomeratewith huge blocks ; the
beds are nearly vertical: on the right are metamo hic slates a t
a high angle. On reaching the upper surface o the alluvial
deposit, high pillars of day, each capped with a lar
to be seen, and have a strange appearance. The o dest
rock,
menare
of
the country say that these have not altered in the least in their
time ; their grandfathers have told them the same. Some of the
taller and more remarkable bear names. The top stone has served
as an umbrella to the column of earth beneath, and in a country,
where heavy rain is the exception, they may continue as they are,
for there is nothing to destroy them.
At an early hour the next morning (16th) we were climbing up
the rocky and extremely steep slope, in intense cold. As the
ravine faced the west, it was long before the sun rose high enough
to throw its rays upon us; but when 'at last it peered over the wall
of rock above us, a burst of joy greeted it from every mouth. As
we drew on towards the summit, the actual elevation, as well as
the steep slope, made the ascent fatiguin ; but once passed, the
way along the ridge to the trigonornetrid station, to my surprise,
was quite level-a few snow-beds only remained.
The view from the station is magnificent, up the Shigar Rivm
and down over the whole plain of Skardo, backed by the mountains
of the Deosai Plains. The snowy range was only visible here and
there amongst the clouds, which were gathering up fast, and I soon
saw that a descent that dayfwas out of question. U'e made ourselves as comfortable as it was possible to do ; the plane-table was
set up, and as much as could be seen cut in a t once. I got
into a snug corner out of the wind, and then the da wae spent
in sundry rushes to the plane-table, whenever, on 1ool ing round,
some peak would show out from anlongst the heavy clouds which
hung about. Many such days as theae-days
of long dreary
hours-have to be p~seedamongst the Himalayas Our altitude
was 16,919 feet.
. The froat in the course of the night was eevere, and at SUD&
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next morning the thermometer showed 32= 5'. Next mornmg,
as the light in the east grew stronger, the view was one never
to be forgotten. From the south-east to north-west the whole
range of snowy mountains was visible, with only a few streaky
purple clouds lying beneath them, which, without obscurin any of
their h r p f o m , added to their immense heights. K 1 (&aaherbrum), and K 2, the second highest in the world, overtopped them
all, and were conspicuous from their fine shapes.
Down below, the valleys were all in deep shade, and all around
was deadly still, save now and then the cry of the snow-partridges
as they came up the hill-sides to bask on the ridges in the early
sun. The sound of rushing water far down in the ravines below
on1 just reached us, and the higher streams were all silent.
'fhe 8un now rose fmm behind the Mustakh, and then all became
hidden in the intense glare. The clouds formed up wonderfully
fast, and in another hour all the peaks to the north-eeet were
obscured. West by south Nanga Purbet (26,629 feet) showed its
eat rounded form above the snowy ridge of the Alurnpi and
gunnok La, and to one unacquainted with the ground would have
been taken for a part of it, though 30 miles beyond. W e then
retraced our steps to the cam below.
On the 18th we left Kuar o for Shigar, skirting the foot of the
hills, through the village of Strandokmo, and crosaing the Shigar
River to the left bank. Here rain and cloudy weather detained us
twelve days.
On the 28th of July we removed to a pr
qmt, consisting of
some twenty houses called S7roro, which gives t e name to the large
ravine running up to the Pass over into Braldoh. The evenin of
the 29th was beautifully clear, and it was evident that a brea in
the weather had taken place, so the following morning our camp
was struck, and I started early up the ravine. Provisions for four
days were taken, and Mahorned, son of a pett wazir of Shigar, a
fine oung fellow, offered to come with m e
walking as f i r as
the ang brok was fnir, after that it got very bad. We reached,
the first evening, a grazing
und, called Kutzah, 12,553 feet
Yak ,owing on the hill sides
in elevation, and found seve l f fine
'
above our camp.
Whilst lying in my tent, after finisl~ingnp my work, I heard an
unusual rumbling sound, and on goin out I found all the men
were wondering what it could be. A r a few more seconds of
suspense, some Balti coolies, who were cutting brushwood higher
up the ravine, shouted out that the stream was coming down, and
in a few eeeonds more we saw a black mass coming out of a lateral
ravine from the right, and moving rapidly over the broad slope of
boulders which farmed the bed of the vallej. Before the black
stream reached us, it divided into two, and we then saw that it con-
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sisted of a mass of stones and thick mud, about 30 yards in breadth,
and about 15 feet deep. The servants b the side of the little rill
near the tents had just time to escape iefore it came down upon
their fires. I t was a most wonderful sight: a great moving mass
of stones and rock, gome of great size, measuring 10 feet by 6, all
travellingalong together like
shot out of a bag, rumblin and
tumbling one over the other, and wuain the ground to s ake.
of this moving mass
The large rocks lying in or near the e
would receive a few buffets, totter a litt e, and finally roll in
amongat the rest to carry others away in turn. No one, who has
not seen a flood of this kind, can form any idea of the mighty
power of transport which the accumulated ma&s of water and
melting snow acquire a t these times, and I was almost bewildered
by the spectacle.
Our first alarm happened about six. Shortly after another bod
of stones came down, not so large as the first, but travelling muc
faster, as it took the bed of the firat and so met with fewer impediments. These " shwh " are of frequent occurrence in the ravines,
particularly when the sides are of crumbling rock ; they originate
In land-slip, which stop the streams for a time, and often assume
such a size as to cause great injury to the cultivated t r a . and
villages below.
I started at dayli ht on the 30th, and after crossing the path of
the rock-stream o f t e previous evening, commenced the ascent of
the spur from the Skoro La, which, though grassy, was very steep.
A t 11 A.M., after having come up 4090 feet from our rnornin
atation, we gained the Pas, 16,644 feet Beyond was a wild an
desolate m n e of huge jagged rocks rising out of the snow, from
which a lacier stretched away to the north. This glacier, though
not of t e largest size, is a very perfect specimen, runninaup to
an elevation of 19,000 to 20,000 feet towards the hig peak
Trans-Indus 13, or Mungo Giisor. Its length from the Pass to
its termination is rather more than 6 miles. Ver little of the
Braldoh valley was visible, but some of the high pea s beyond.
Opposite the village of AskolB the Braldoh is crossed by a ropebridge, 270 feet in length. This fine tributary to the Indus is
here a roaring boiling torrent, of an ochre colour, showing that its
glacier sources are not far distant. The bridge is composed of
nine ropes as a footway, with nine sets on either hand to hold by:
the roped are made of birch twigs. The passage across was by no
mealls pleasant.
Tbe country on this aide was even more bare and rugged than
that about Skardo : all the high ints around were snow-clad, and
glaciers of the secoxld order fil ed the upper portions of all the
ravines. Askok is the firrthest vill
on the riglit bank of the
Bddoh, and contains about twenty wellinga. A few willowe are
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older and larger than the rest,
" Bagh," were aseigned to
Save M. A. Schla-'ntweit
I was the only European t at had
ever been seen there, and my mival was an event in thii remote
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The weather cleared in the evening. The next morning broke
without a cloud, and an early hour saw our large camp of 66
men getting under weigh. Leaving the village, we passed out between two small guard-towers, substantially built of stone and
timber, and which served in former days as a defence against the
people of Nagayr. About 2 milea on, where the path leads along
the face of a cliff washed by the river below, there is another tower,
with a steep asd difficult approach. On the exposed side twenty
men might hold a large force in check. They told me here that
the Nagayr men once surprised and carried off the guard by m u d in the mountain above and taking the tower in rear. For ides
I %ad two good Shikaries, men who knew the country w e r a n d
who had been into Yarkund.
About noon we reached the foot of the immense glacier of Biafo,
which termil~atesat an elevation of 10,145 feet. Ita broad belt of
ice and moraine, stretching right across the plain for more than a
mile cmd a half, completely hides the river which flows beneath it,
the terminal portion of the glacier abutting against the cliffs on the
opposite side of the valley. Two rivers issue, one on the extreme
nght, the other on the left I took that on the riglit, which cornea
rushing out of an enormous cavern, at a short distance from which
we mounted the glacier, up steep masees of large debria and slopes
of ice. On reaching the more level portion of the glacier, no
trigonometrical points k i n g visible, it was necessary to climb a
high spur to the west. By 2-30 we had gained a polnt 2500 feet
above the glacier, and whence we hsd a good view of it, but as it
trended a little to the north-west, it was hid for the greater part of its
length. From thii station several known p k s Bhowed their heads,
which enabled me to carry on my work wlth good accuracy.
That night's camp was on a sandy plain, which was covered with
wild currant and dwarf juniper bushes, and only a little rill trickling from the glacier separated us from it. The night was h t y .
The way near the junction of the Braldoh and Biaho rivers waa
difficult for about 2 miles, there being hardly room in some places
for the feet. ARer rounding a point the river turns to the north,
and, the track dewendin to it, there is fairish walking, over aand and
boulders, but bere and t ere small branches of the river have to be
forded. Onwards from this the river narrows, and we frequently had
to take to the water, as we came abreast of each lateral ravine, the
streams down which were now in full force, having their aourcee in
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small glaciers of the second order. From the terminal moraines.
which abutted on the main river, it was very evident that a t Borne
time glaciers had descended the whole length of the lateral ravines.
A great b o d of water-borne detritus had just rushed out of one of
these ravines, the muddy water of which was still flowing on as we
arrived at it8 bank.
We encamped at a spot known as Tsok, where one of the main
glaciers of the river (Biaho) comes into view. This glacier leads.
up to the Mustakh Pass: and every ravine had its strip of ice
extending down to the river, or very near it, and running upwards
some 5 or 6 miles.
On the morni~igof the 4th I ascended the ridge above our camp,
whence I got a first view of a magnificent glacier, with three large
feeders stretching away beyond it, the sources of the Biaho river.
I wished to gain the range at the head of the Tur, but the ice
wae so steep that it was altopther impossible. Erom this point
the Punruali glacier is seen In great beauty: it terminates in an
enormous chaotic expanse of dkbris, the lines of moraine not being
distin uishable from one another for some miles up, where they run.
on ti(i they end in a few narrow bands of dirty ice. Except for
a few black slopes of ice and the terminal cli5 with its caverns and
black rents, one could hardly, even on closer acquaintance, believe
a glacier to be there, so completely id its lower portion concealed
beneath the materials it has brought down.
after finishing my work, and taking a sketch of the view u p
wards, I descended in the direction of a much broken glacier which
comes from the north-wet. This glacier ~ I Min some past years been
upwards of 100 feet thicker than it now ie, a% shown by its lateral
moraines, and the grooved and watched rocks on either aide.
Past the terminal moraine of this lateral lacier a level plain
extends for 29- miles to the foot of the great unmah glacier, tho
elevation of which is 10,318 feet. Here our camp was pitched just
beyond the reach of the blocks and stones, which, detached by the
melting of the ice, kept i n m t l y coming down the ice-cliff, now
one or two at a time, and now in great maws. As we sat over
our firee, the noise wae to be lieard late into the nigbk but at
longer intervals as the night advanced. lire were aow fairly
within an ice-bound region, which for bleakness and grandeur is
perhaps not to be
: its glaciers e x 4 those of any of
the mountain-rang- o the world, and are equalled only by those
of arctic or antarctic regions, for thou h the l-fimalayas of
Nepal are quite aa high us those of the Rdustakh, yet being 80
much further south, and of lepe breadth, the glaciers have not a
like
- --- extent.
.
-.
.
. .
.
Starting upwards from Punmah, the track skirts the right bank
of the glacier for a distance of 2 miles, following the hollow way
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between tbe mountain on one iide, and the loose stony slopes of
detritus, shed off from the glacier, on the other. .This glacier is on
the advance, together with all h detritua This was obvious at
once, h m t l covered
~
scrub and upturned turf immediately in
front; and the vast power with which it moved was well displayed
at one lace, where a hill of stones and earth projected out a
was re* a long way down, and was fast giving nay
little.
before the advancing moraine. 'l'he thieknessof the ice niust have
increased by from (iO to 80 feet, as the old camping spot of Punmah is now uite covered.
On the hi 1-sides were a few small shrubs of birch and juniper ;
of the md rose p e w close to the glacier. During the summer
the Yak are driven up to be grazed here and in the ravines
about; they do not thrive in the villages lower down, where at
times the heat is considerable, and where they are much tea& by
the flies The half-breed between the Yak and the common cow,
called Bzo, is a fine animal, and princi y used for ploughing ;
these remain below. The cows of the 'ak are not kept for their
milk, the whole of which goes to the calves. The number of the
pure breed is small, and near1 all are brought over from Yarkund.
rhey are to be met with in a1 the Irigh villages of Baltistsn, but I
never ~w more than five or six together.
After passing the junction of the first considerable glacier from
the left, called Dumiiltitr, and which has ite miirces 8 milee up,
our course lay over the uneven si~rfaceof ice and moraine, and
after crorrsing this tributary, was
n on terra firma, as far as the
encamping spot of Chongnoltkr. T e track lies so cloee to the steep
slope of the transported blocks of the Bide moraine, that in spots
there is considerable danger from the falling rocks. These are
detaohed without any warning, and cvme tumbling down the
illcline; and we often had to make a hard run in order to paea
ugly-looking slopes, where no footing could be obtained on the
mountain-side. 'l'bis camping 8 ot is 8mall : there was hardly
room for the four tents; and l e coolies found sleeping-plaunder the rocks around.
On the Gth I struck diagonally a m s a the glacier towards the
left bank, through as extraordinary a scene ao the illtagination
could picture ; it was the desolation of desolation. The lofty
peaks above were cased in cloud, through the breaks in which their
strange forms looked more gaunt and magnified in size. There
w m not a speck of green to relieve the great precipitous mags of
grey and ochre. The surfam of the glacier around us was either
a sumasion of ridges more or less stony, or-when the lines of
medial moraines disappeared-like a sea of frozen waves. Small
pools of emerald-green water, with cliffi of ice, filled many of
the hollows, while in some prb flowed stream of running water,
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which generally ended abru tly, by discharging d o m some crevasse. On every side were Reard the noises of falling stonea aa
they rolled down the ice-slop or dashed into the pools. From
the base of the mountains on one aide to the other, was a distance
of over 24 miles. W e followed the left bank for 3 miles, along a
more open track, and reached a camping spot called Shingchtik i
The continual change going on in thew regions wan shown at ti%
spot. Mahomed had told me that in front of the encampingound we should find a lake with possibly some duck in it, as he
E d shot a wuple there on his last visit. On reaching the spot not
a vestige remained ; the glacier and its moraine now covered everything, and the^ was barely room for the tent between the mountain-side and the ice. Lower down we had passed a small piece of
water, which was rapidly silting up from the sand and mud carried
down into it from a small tributary glacier in the hills above. Every
ravine here had its glacier, and many of theee ran for 6 or 8 mllea
up amongst the sLp linea of pe& above us.
The next day was a halt, the weather was so cloudy that it was
out of the questton to think of making even a reconnaissance of the
ground about ua About 6 in the evening'we were surprised by the
sudden appearance of four men h m Yarkund, who tuhed out to
be Baltis of Shigar and the Rraldoh, who had emigrated to Yarkund some years back. and had now come over to see their friends
on this &id& I sooi got into conversation, and learned from
them a good deal about the country they had come from. The
poor fellows had suffered a good deal while traversin the mountain portion of their route, havin to travel by nig t and hide
away during the day, on account o the robber tribes. These men
wore the sheep-slun cap and long-skirted coat of Yarkund, with
voluminous sleeves padded with cotton ; thick 1 gings, and stout
leather boots or pubbooa, completed their eomew at stout appearance. The goodness of their clothing contrasted strongly with
t.hat of their brethren of Baltistan, and showed that emigration had
been advantageous.
The 8th was still cloudy, ~o after a vain attempt to get an
observation, the camp was struck, the little scrub was made up
into fagots, and we started for Skeenmiing, where the glacier
branches into two. I t was not far, and in full view ; but it was
of the way was
getting dark before we reached i t The first
very rough, over loose moraines ; beyond, t ese became more
separated, with clean bands of ice between. The ribboned structure of the ice was beautifully shown on this glacier, doping inwards
at an angle of 32'. Opposite Skeenmiing a large tributary comes
down from the mountains to the south. Here the ice was again
much broken, and we had to zigzag about the crevaeees before
finding a place where we could leave the glacier for terrafirma.
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Skeenmiing is a capital spot for a camp in this wild country.
Luxuriant ass grew along the banks of a small stream, flowing
from an 01 moraine, and which lower down flows in under the
main Punmah glacier. The s ur above the camp went up with a
dual slope to the rocky pea s above, the favourite resort of the
as its name denotes.
On the mornin of the 9th, I m e d e d with four men up the
main lacier, whic comes down om the mountains to the north,
and w ich is known by the curiously-soundin name of Nobiindi
Sobiindi. The way was dreadfully rough as ar as a spur known
as Drenmiing, and lay sometimes alo the moraine, sometimes
along the mountain-side. W e passed e now dry bed of a lake
400 yards by 200, which had been formed by the pent-u waters
of a side lacier, and which had been full 50 feet deep rom the
horizontal Tine its upper level had cut along the icecliff.
along the old line of ]ti shore were some miniature icebergs, Lyin%
whic
had fallen from the glacier, been drifted awa ,and stranded where
we saw them. Some of the blocks memured' 1 5 x 18 x 1 0 feet.
They were melting away, but had seemingly been there for some
daya This same da we came across several broods of the
gigantic Chicor 'ust a le to fly, the old birds still with them. I
shot three, and dahomed, who got into a great state of excitemeit,
caught two young b i that ran and hid under some stones.
They are excellent eating, and were a welcome addition to our
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The view from Drenmiing was magnificent. Two stupendous.
peaks rose up from opposite sides of the glacier to 23-24,000 feet,
covered with snow from base to summit. T o the ri ht the lacier
ran u some 8 miles, backed by other enormous pea s ;to t e left
the obiilldi Sobiindi lacier, with a breadth of 12 mile, stretched
away 14 miles in a firect line, to where numberless other ioestreams meet to form it. The sun settin behind the line of snowy
pealra in that direction, lit all up with a feautiful pink tint ; whilst
the rocks of the moraines, red, yellow, and green, heightened in
colour by the wet, sparkled in the sunlight.
W e now struck directly across the moraines for about half a mile
till we reached the clear ice, which was traversed b numeroue
large streams, but with scarcely a single h u r e . T e streams,
after running for some distance, and becoming very considerable,
usually end in wells, down which the water falls with a roar.
These wells seem .to be of meat depth. I t was nearly dark when
~ , now arose the difficulty
we again arrived op ite ~ L e e n m i i nand
aa to where we ehou d find a place at which to get off the ice, the
side of which was a cliff upwards of 100 feet in height. After
several unsucceseful attempts, with the darkness increasing, and
all of us running here and there hunting about for a feasible spot,
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one of the mliea at last found a way down a crevame nearly filled
with rocks, into which we went, and out of which we got on to
a ridge, and thence to the ground below. Earlier in the day we
should not have mana d thie, but now, fortunately, the stones had
all become frozen to t e surface, and afforded firm sup rt to the
feet. I t was only with the last glimmer of twilight t at we got
off the ice. A little longer, and a night on the glacier, and without covering, would have been our portion ;with the cold wind w e
should have been frostbitten to a certainty, and perhaps laid up
for eome time.
From the amping-ground of Skeenmiing there is a etiffish
ascent to a fine peak above, which we mounted on the 10th. From
below it seemed quite near, and I imagined that we ehould accomplish it quickly, and return again, but I was terribly deceived.
r h e first part of the way was good walking, but as soon as we got
on the talus of angular rocks it became very laborious, several of
the men became ill with bad headachea and lay down, and we
did not m c h the hi est accessible point till 3 p.m. This I found
was 18,342 feet $was a lovely day, every mountain around
stood clearly out in view, with all ib features distinctly seen ; but
I was disappointed that neither peaks K 1 nor K 2 were visible.
The view up the Nobiindi Sobiindi glacier, to the great plilteau
of ice whence it takes its rise, was grand in the extreme, as also
downwards along its whole surface to Chongulter. From this
station the two reaches of this broad ice-river are seen at once to
the south-east : the pass over the RIuetakh was in view at the end
of another lateral glacier of vast pmportiona The great peaks of
Trans-Indua, 4 and 11, were visible beyond A level plain of snow,
at an elevation of 22,000 feet. I t is a vast sheet of ice, with only
a few sharp points of rock sticking out here and there Snowy
ridges stretched away towards Yarkund. We returned to cump
in the evening.
On the llth, thc weather beii still clear, we started early for
the direction of the Muetakh or ilss over the Karakortim Mountains into Yarkund. "Mus" is snow, and "takh" pass, in the
Yadundi language. Our path lay along the ridge of an ancient
moraine, now grown over with grass, and showing the great
thickness which the glacier at some former time must have had.
We uitted this at the campingground of Tsokar, where are eome
smal? tarns of crystal water, which give the name to the spot.
Thence we proceeded over the ice, which here becomes nearly free
from moraine ridge% though the surface was difficult from being
broken into hollowa
The last camping-place on the Mustakh glacier is at a spot
called Chiring, which we reached about 3 P.M. ; the moraine here
dwindles to a few scattered blocks on the surface of the ice. It
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took some time to collect enough of these to form a flooring.
Thin serves to keep off the cold ; and as drivin pegs was impossible, they served to tie the ropes to. The sm lent tch of rock
on which to put a tent would have been welcome, t such was
not to be found. The mountains rose from the glacier in sheer
cliffs. It was a case of a night on the ice, and no help for i t
After sundown the cold became very severe. The coolies were
not able to sleep the whole night through; for as our fuel had to
be carried with us, no firm could be afforded except for cooking.
W e d l went to reat early, and did not turn out till the sun showed
over the immenae &s above us, which was not till about nine
o'clock.
. - - - - -.
-

Leavin camp, and taking with me e$ht men with ropes and
other app iancea, we started up the glacier, which ie here about
.1+ mile broad, with a slope of about So. Yor the first 3 miles the
mvassea were broad and deep in places only, and we could avoid
them by making detours. They soon became more numerous, and
were ugl things to look into, much more so to cross-going down
into dar ness, between walle garnished with magnificent green
icicles from 6 to 20 feet long, and of proportionate thickness,
looking like rows of reat teeth ready ti devour one. I tried with
our ropes to eound t e depth of aome of these fissures, but all of
them tied together oiily made up 162 fed, which waa not long
enou h. The snow lay u to the edgea of the crevasses, and travelling L m e so insecure t at we had to take to the ropes, and so,
like a long chain of criminals, we wound our way along. In this
mode we moved much faster, each man taking his run and clectring
even broad crevasses, if they crassed the direction we were travelling. The snow was about I+ foot deep, and hard when we
ctarted ; but as the day advanced it became soft, and walkin
more labrious ; besides this it would every now and then break an
let us down to the hard ice below. The larger crevasses revealed
themselves, but the surface snow hid all the smaller ones, and hence
a feeling of insecurity. I kept some coolies ahead feeling the way,
by probing the enow with the lon polee we had brought with us ;
so our prowas provokingly e ow. Under the pass the breadth
of this ice-basin is two miles, with an undulating surface ; small
glaciers bring down their tributaries to it out of every ravine, aud
the loud reports of the snow falling from the cliffs around wer
beard unceasingly.
In spite of difficultiee we had got on favourably till within a mile
of the pasa, when the clouds, which had been gathering faat, began
to look so threatening that I thought it beet to take the opinions
of the men with me ; and, ided by their experienoe, I gave u
the idea of proceeding furtEr. By the time the b e was lighte&
and the boii-point ascertained (which gave 182.8,air 42, co rD 2
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responding to 17,301 ft.), and other observations taken, all the
peaks around had become quite obscured. The Pam was distant
about 500 ft. above our turning-point; we had to beat a hanty
retreat down towards Chiring, the snow fallin fast. The glacier
was making most disagreeable noises-crunc ing, splitting, and
groaning to an awful extent--caused by the vast body of ice, 2
miles across, here forcing itself through a channel only a quarter
of a mile broad, and with an increased slope. The only other
European who had tried the Mustakh Pass was M. Schlagintweit,
who was equally unsuccessful, clouds having driven him back, as
they did in my case. I had gone as far as was necessary towards
the parting ridge ; still, I should have liked to have crossed the
Pass; but want of time, there still being much work to be done,
prevented another attempt. My great object had been to get a
march along the elacier, and determine the ridges on the northern
side. This is quite feasible, and with a small guard the survey
for a considerable
might be carried into the Yarkund coun
distance, as, from all the accounts I hea of the tribes, their
numbers cannot be great, nor their matchlocks much to be dreaded.
I t was in a disappointed mood that I left Chiring for Punmah
d the n ~ g h tat our former camping-place, Skeeumiing,
we t e next day 111ade a short march to Sh~ngchukpi. As most
and
of those who had gone up the Mustakh Glacier had sore eyes
afterwards, it was advi~ableto kee quiet for a day.
The following day, instead of &ing the path by which we had
come up, I followed the line of moraines on the left bank, the
whole way to Punmah. The day being fine and clear, the 8 leudid
15,
peaks known in the Survey as TranfiIndus, No. 2, and B.
were in full view, running up into perfect needles of rock when
seen from this side. Up the glacier the view was backed by the
peaks that overhung the Nobiindi Sobtindi. R evening we
reached our old camping-spot at Tsok, and bid good- ye to Punmah
and its splendid lacier.
We were now%ouod for the other main tributary of the Braldoh
river, which unites with the Punmah branch some 2 miles above
the Glacier of Biafo, and which is called the Biaho River. Thanks
to the Shikaries of Askolk a secure rope-bridge spans the torrent
at a spot called Ilumordo, which we crossed on the morning of
the 15th.
Our first halt was at a spot called Burdomtil, at the commencement of some ugly slopes of clay and stonea, having deep gullies
cut through them from the ravines above. At times these are the
lines of watercourses ; now they were all dry. The sides of these
gullies were very steep, so that we had to cut out sk<s in order to
cross them. The men also had long staffs, with a short cross-piece
af ibex-horn at the end, which the Shiiaries of these valleya always
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aid their s t e p along the steep mountain-sides. After
ng these slopes the river-bed widens out to about 14 mile, the
G o flowing along in numerous channels, large and thick depasits
of cla and an lar rocks lying upon the mountain-eidea, with a
high ace of c iff cut clean through wherever a ravine above
occurred. At the foot of these cliffs were narrow belts of thorny
scrub, with coarse grass, full of hares ; these, scared by the larga
party that suddenly broke in u n their solitudes, every now and
then scampered away in full flig t up the hill-sides.
The weather was still overcast, but through a break in the clouds
I once fancied that I recognised the form of Peak K 2. At 2 P.M.
we came in view of the Biaho " Ganse," or Glacier, with a breadth
of 1+mile at its terminrrl cliff, and which, from its height and
vast slope of de'bris, showed that its thickness was far greater than
the Punmah Glacier.
W e reached the foot of the glacier at 4 P.M., and camp was
pitched about 600 yards distant. The Biaho comes roaring from
an immense cavern in the ice-cliff immediately oppoeite, and the
noise of the rollin boulders as the came in contact was heard incessantly from un er the water. Jrom the spot we armpied, only
about 2 miles of the surface of the glacier was visible, very stee
and rugged, and I could see only one spot where it looked at
feasible to make the secent of the terminal de'bris. Above the line
of ice there shot up sharp needles of anite rock, the ends of the
projecting s urs from the range whicr separates this valley fiom
that of the 'unmah.
Within the last 4 or 5 years the main river has moved ita place
of exit from the left to the right bank. With this change the
Id-washings, formerly existing here, are no longer profitable.
r m m the fact that gold has been collected here it is clear that the
Masherbrum range, which separates the waters of the Nubra and
the Braldoh, is the auriferous source, and is that which sends down
its ravines those golden w d s , which, more particularly in the
K a e o o district, give employment and subitence to so many men
dur~ngthe winter months.
On the 17th we again left terrajrma for the region of ice,
amidst which we were to remain for some days. No one had been
this way since the days when the track to the pass into Yarkund lay
in this direction, which was about the time that Ahmed Shah became Rajah of Skardo, a man of whose civility and assistance Mr.
Vigne, in his Travels, makes grateful mention. The memory of
this native ruler is still cherished by all the people of this part of
the world, who sigh and wish in vain that the Balti Rajahs of
Skardo might once more reign over them.
W e got over the terminal slope of the moraine after about an
hour's heavy work, and reached the summit of the alope. We now
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found ourselves on an open and nearly level expanse of shingle,
with a few large blocks here and there. The slope was not greater
than 4'. The ground we stood on looked exactly like an old
shingle-beach, and all were delighted at its seemingly smooth surface ; but the level plain proved to be a w~ccessionof dee hollows
and long valleys, separated by ridges of shingle, which &in7 all
of the same colour produced the appearance of a uniform eve1
surface. The labour of descending and climbing out of these
hollows was very great. No direct line of march could be kept.
When the slopes became great, and when stones lay on the ~ce
these came down in masses ; a constant l o o k a t a-head had to be
kept, and long rounds taken, so that at the end of the day's work I
found that we had on1 gained
miles in a direct line, measured
on the plane-table.
rocks on either side of the glacier mse
in sheer cliffs of 1000 ft. and u wards, &d the ice w a so broken
up near the sides that it was di cult to get over it.
Close to our camping-spot the dry hollows, amongst which we
had all day been wandering, became replaced by hollows filled
with water, forming lakes of all shades of ellow and green, others
as clear as crystal, through the waters o which you could see to
a great depth. Other ieces of water, where the side was a cliff
of ice, were covered wit large floating blocks. The small wares
work out lines at the water-level and undermine the ice, which
every now and then breaks away, and falls with a tremendous bang
into the deep water% beneath, sending high waves across the
expanse of still water. Showers of earth and stones also keep
slipping off the ice-slopes into the water during the hours that the
surface-ice is meltina ; and our coolies amused themselves in help
ing the larger bl&
over the edges
These lakes measure
500 yards or so in length by fmm 206 to 300 in breadth, and
were to be met with for more than 2 miles along the centre of the
glacier which here was very level.
The night was bitterly cold ; a fresh ewer1 wind blew. from
the direction of the snowy peaks at the head o the glacier ; nor
could we afford much fuel, for all our wood had to be carried
forward with us. Next day the ground mas similar to that of
the day before, up to 10 A.M., when the moraines became more
defined and their ridges flatter : there was more ice, and the d6bris
was larger and more dispersed. Streams began to appear traversing tbe surface, then losing themselves in cavities ; and there
were good straight bits of a quarter of a mile, with no need of
detours. About 2 miles up from the end of the glacier the medial
moraines became quite diatinct from one another. Enormous
blocks were to be seen on every side, some perched up on knobs of
ice. Some, lately fallen, lay by the sides of their old supports.
-Thenorthern side of the ice was still a confuaed heap of de'brie,
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pile upon pile, with dee trenches and gullies, and wae quite imracticable aa a l i e o march. By means of ropes, poles, and
&&eta most places can be passed ; but I alwaya found that the
shortest an was to make a circuit where it could be done, and so
avoid a1 difficulties. The scenery don this glacier is m w i ficent; on both sides lar
tributary gf 3ciere descend from the
Mustakh ridge on the n o r g a n d that of Masherbrum on the south.
None of those on the north are lees than eight miles in length,
and the ridges whence they have their sources have an altitude of
22,000 feet. These lateral glaciers were separated by sharp precipitous ridges of granite, from which spikes of rock jutted up here
and there. Peaks K 3 and K 3a (Giisherbrtim) were visible,
towerin up ahead ; but I had all day been looking out in vain for
Peak f I (Masherbrum), which I wanted a sight of in order to
fix my distance up the glacier. So, leavin the men to pitch
m p in as sheltered a place as they could hf I pushed on ahead,
k came into full viewand on my rounding a
one vast maas of ice f ling the
on g*at
all si ea into glacier. The pale
ochre-coloured rocks showed here and there only, and in beautiful
contrast to the pink-tinted mow of sunset, giving an appearance
of much greater distance than the reality, for its summit was only
6 miles from me in a airect line. From the Nubra River I had
reached, in 1861, to within 4 miles of the summit of Masherbrum :
nearer approach on this side would not be easy, aa the glacierdrainage runs nearly due east and west, close at the back of the
northern face. The maas of mow, with the two cone-aha d peaks
(K 3 and K So), waa called Giisherbrfim (fine-gold) pear
This night on the glacier was dreaded by us all; for in the
in, and the cold
evening the wind from the east sprung up
became intense. The ice was much exposed, t e valleys between
the ridges of moraine bein bounded by cliffi and d o p a of g h y
ice. At sunset every pud e and lake in the glacier began to film
over with ice, which in the morninw was more than an inch in
thickness. The wind blew all ni it, gettin stronger towards
morning; and I pitied the poor ew!ics rlth on y the rough, sharp
stones to lie on, and separate them from the ice. The Balti,
who carry only one rug, huddled together two or three under the
same covering. Mahomed told me next morning that he heard
them sayiug, "Would that the Sahib felt it as cold as this I he
would soon o back." Few, if any, got any sleep ; and all w m
right glad w en the sun rose over the peaks ahead.
Aa yet I had seen nothing of the great Peak of Kuakor&m
(K 2). I knew that it could not be far off, but be n to have
some doubts as to whether it might not be be ond the arakori%m
watershed. The end of one of the spurs from asherbrum seemed
the only accessible place whence any s d c i e n t altitude could be
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attained, and so we made for its base, across the moraines and
ridges of ice. The foot of the ascent reached, we found good
footing for about 1000 feet, and then came some steep rock ; after
this another slope was gained. When we reached the ridge of
the spur, Masherbrum came into view. Eagerly I had looked,
whenever we sto ped to take breath, along the line of snowy mountains to the nort in search of the Great Peak ; and now, fixing the
ition on the lane-table, I showed those with me the mountain
E i n d which lay the peak I had toiled up so far to see. Following
up the ridge, another 1000 feet of elevation was gained, when a
distant bit of rock and snow could be seen just peering above the
nearer snow-line. After another aha push u to a point when?
it was impossible to mount further, t ere no onger remained a
doubt about it. There, with not a particle of cloud to hide it,
stood the great Peak K 2 on the watershed of Asia!-the
worthy culminatin point of a range whence those waters have
their sources whic drain such vast regions. The elevation of
Peak K 2, as determined by Capt. T. G. Montgomerie, RE., is
28,265 feet.
A direct line of glacier stretched away for some 14 miles in the
direction of the fine cone of snow, K 3, and, at its base, branched to
the right and left towards the Peaks K 1 and K 2. From where
we stood the moraines appeared like mere threads-some could
be followed up to their sources, growing finer and finer till they
disappeared. Every ravine sent forth its stream of rocks, and
these, though they joined one another, never commingled; then
came sweeping down the expanse of ice, which was never less than
2 miles broad, in beautiful curves, and some fifteen distinct lines of
different coloun could be counted. Along the centre of this glacier
a white line extended, consisting of huge massea of ice in detached
blocks, some long and ridged, others pointed, but all in a perfectly
continuous line, and which ve the idea that they had been forced
up. Further down the g acier they gradually disappeared, the
last mass being about a quarter of a mile from its nearest neighbour,
but still ia the same space, between and adjacent to the same lines
of moraine. I had never before seen this feature on a glacier,
nor since ; nor have I read of anything like it in any of the descriptions which have been given of glacier phenomena.
Looking down on the vast mass of de%ris which lay below us, a
few large tarns of emerald water occurred at intervals. Directly
facing, and across the breadth of ice, were l a r e tributaries from
the d~rectionof the Mustakh, havi steep dopes, and consequently
fissured, and broken up into huge b ocks and needles of ice. Over
the deprwion to the east of the Peak of Masherbrum, and which
terminates the Atoser Glacier of the Hiish'e Valle , in Kaptpaloo,
might be seen a few pe&s on that river. Whilst t i e guides under
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Mahomed were buildi up a cairn, I .took a sketch of the glorious
view. K 2 is a e o n i 3 m a s , with sides too steep to allow the snow
to rest on them long ; it lies, therefore, on1 in large patches and
stripes on the fissured.surface. The sketc done, and having put
the highest stone on the pile, we descended to the glacier below.
Next day's camp was pitched in the dee hollow of an old lake,
its high banks of deTbris giving extra she ter, and keeping away
the cold from the ice beyond. The spot though snug, was perhaps
by no means aafe I have seen such glacier-lakes full to overflowing
in the evening, with the ice forming over the surface, from which
on the follomng morning the water had disappeared, having left
no record but the sheets of ice jumbled and p~ledabout like huge
panes of plate-glass. I believe that they fill thus rapidly and
suddenly by the rush of waters alonm the numerous drains and
channels which traverse the interiors of these glaciers. In the side
cliffi of ice small holes were to be seen, out of which the water
came pouring as out of spouts.
To those who may wish to visit this region, I would suggest that
it can only be accomplished by some man of influence accompanying
the party. On several occasions I saw very plainly that had it not
been for Mahomed, we should have come to a dead sto : even he
had great difficulty in rsuadin the men to proceed ; ut for him
the would have lulterespecia81 at the Mustalrh.
*he fillowing morning we wal ed as fast as we could, over the
d&ris, and by 11.30 reached the de%uchement of the Biaho
River. This glacier, measured alon a central line, from its
termination up to Peak K 6 is 35 mi es in length, but this by no
means re resents the le h of the journey up, which was some 55
mileaeh! '
thickness o this mass of ice is about 400 feet or
more, estimating it from the terminal position. I n the bed of its
rivewas an enormous transported block, standing out like a small
island, whose mass defied the powers of the torrential waters, and
which showed the sition from which the glacier had receded.
The da was beautiL Olly clear, and from a spot some 3 miles down
Peak
2 was well seen. Towards evening we reached the first
bit of jungle, where I pitched the tent&
Next da we reached a
t called Korophon; and on the
m
i o the 23rd I deci ed in following up the right bank
of the iafo as far as we could, and if possible reach some spot
whence a good view could be obtained, d~rectlyalong a portion of
its length. This I managed to do from a low knob, some 5 miles
up: the lacier was then to be seen stretching r' ht away, up a
broad safey between the mountains, at a slope o about 4' and
less beyond : right away in the distance, the tops of two lofty snowy
peaks could be made out. Having followed the glacier on tius
Bide till stopped by precipitous clii%s, we turned on to the ice,
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which was much broken and fissured ; the amount of moraine was
very small, and, at a short distance up, the ice became quite clear,
except where along the left bank there aas a long continuous line of
moraine of great length, and about 500 yards in breadth. Tbe
disappearance of moraine at such a short distance fmm the end of
the glacier greatly increases the difficult of travelling along it.
This vast and magnificent ice-stream, w ich I at first thought
might be from' 15 to 18 miles long, I now ascertained to be
upwards of 40.
There is a way over the chain by this glacier of Riafo into
Nagayr, which is 1 2 marches distant, the glacier being of very
nearly equal lengtli on either side. I t was by this way that the
Nagayr men used to come into the Braldoh and loot the villages ;
their last raid was some twenty-four years since, when a body of
from 700 to 800 crossed over, and carried off about 100 men and
women, together with all the cows, sheep, and goats they could
collect.
The weather, which had been bad during the early part of the
month, became now so much worse that I was compelled to proceed
down the Braldoh to its junction with the Basha (these two riven
form the Shigar River lower down), and had to give up the Ian I
had formed of crossing the R'Zong La into Nagayr, and mund y the
Nushik L a I left Askok in the morning of the 24th, and passed
Suningo, Tongnol, and Chongo, near whlch is a fine spring of hot
. 104.5), with a somewhat unpleasant sulphurous smell,
water
but
perfect y clear. The water stands in a basin some 15 feet in
diameter and about 39 feet deep, on the top of a conical hound
of limestone about 30 feet high. h' e mound is a deposit formed
by the water which flows over on every side, and, as much more of
this limestone was to be seen about, either the springs must have
bee11 a t some time more numerous, or have shifted from one place
to another. W e now crossed the Braldoh to the left bank, by a
rope bridge. The stretch of this bridge from the bar on one side,
over which the rope asses, to the other bar, was 276 feet : it was
very strongly made, &It very slack, so that the descent a t starting.
and the ascent on the other side, were by no means easy. The
ropes are made of birch-twigs-9 ropes form the footway, with 9
on either hand to hold bv.
My camp this mornini was near the village of Puskora, on the
left bank close to another rope bridge, which we croased on the
25th. The acen
about this spot was wild and grand, and the
river, being mmew a t confined, went tossing and roaring along
amongst the huge blocks which strewed its course.
The path from the bridge to the Hoh h m b a h was terribly bad,
and even dangerous in places, from the steepness of the mountaiusides, and from tbe yielding materials over which it passes, which
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ive way in great masses. W e had this day several tough ascents
gom, and descent. to, the bed of the Braldoh River, claee to which,
at one place and all within a mile of each other, were three hotsprings, their temperature 137O,
117' F., all sulphurous, the
water issued in small quantities yet enough to make good baths if
required.
Chokpojong, I started again at once, so as to reach
theOn
summ~to the mountain above by evening. A fine view was
thence obtained up the Hoh Loombirti, with itj large glacier and
branch-.
Next day I proceeded to Dusso, and remained there
till night, as the Zuks or skin-raft had not come up. On the ridge
above Dusso is the holy rock of Shanasir Pir, which is an enormous
round block of granite, jutting out just below the ridge, but overtopping it. The block itself is quite inaccessible, and all the
people tell you so, and it is this I suppoae that constitrites its
sanctity ; but they also add that on the top is a velvet embroidered
cushion, a lum of gold, and a white spotless fowl, and that it is
the residence o the Pir. The rock is held in
at reverence and
the people salaam to it every day ; neverthe eas the villagers of
Duw and Nigh are about the worst of any about here, and many
a thing is laid to the account of the Slianasir Pir, which may be
well accounted for otherwise. Thus any small article which might
be miming in the morning was gravely said to be a miraculous
disappearance by his intervention. The skin-raft arrived in the
course of the night, and the next mornin we went down to the river
and embarked. The men ex cted t at we should reach the
opposite bank near a large roc!; but though they exerted themselves to the utmost, we soon saw that this was quite impossible,
and we were swept past it some 50 yards distant, and went down
the river at a mad pace, causing that curious feeling of excitement
which a sense of some coming danger always produces ; nor were
we laig kept in suspense. The boatmen or rather raftmen
behaved with great coolness, and steered safely close to the edge
of a bank of boulders which lay on the right ; we passed also some
ugly waves beneath the cliff on the other side. Thus we went
along all r i ~ h tfor about half a mile. Nothing could be seen
ahead but wh~tecurling waves and foam, with great black rock6 here
and there : into the midst of this our raft glided. Mahomed and
the manjis repeated the Kulmah or Mal~omedanCreed in a rapid
whisper, as we were carried over the crests and down again into
the troughs between the curling waves. A t one time I did not
expect that we ahould come out of them ; for whilst in the trough a
great wave broke right over oor frail raft, and completely buried
ua I held on, but for several seconda (lid not know whether some
of my people had not been swept off. For a momer~tr e came to
the surface, the manji shouted, Ya Ali, hold tight!" and in
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another moment another p e a t wave came down upon us. When
a t last we came out upon the smooth water below, and looked back
up the rapid we had just come down, every one breathed freely
again, and the Thank God" of each was never more sincerely
uttered. The manjis salaamed low to Pir Shanasir, to whom they
said they owed their lives. Wet through and shivering with cold
we walked on briskly to the village of Tandoro on the Shigar
River, near which place we had to cross preparatory to a trip up
the Basha branch.
Before taking leave of the Braldoh something more as to its
trackways may not be out of place. The rincipal exit from i t .
valley is that to Yarkund over the Musta h. According to the
reports given me, the lacier on the northern side is as long as
that on the southern, 8but in my opinion the journey would be
longer, as I do not think that the way lies down its main stream,
but that the main body of the ice would be towards the great Peak
K 2, with another from the Peaks of Nobiindi Sohiindi. About
four marches from the nlustakh P w a track branches off to the
westward, up a lateral stream, and over a ridge to the Hiinzk
river, by wh~chthe Braldoh people have often gone, as being safer
than by Nagayr, with the people of which district there are old
feuds. I t is by this way, a t the back of the main Himalayan
ranges, that the Hlnzd people, and other robber tribes on that
side, proceed when they rob t.he kafilahs, or bodies of merchants
and other travellers, so that this route is now discontinued as a
line for commerce, and is only taken by a few Baltis who have
settled in Yarkund, and who cross over now and then to bee their
old
. - friends
- --.
ago the main traffic lay up the Baltom Glacier, and
lateral ravine to the left, and so over the Mustakh,
to the east of the pass now in use. This former
pass became impracticable owing .to the great increase of snow and
lee, and Ahnled Shah ordered a search to be made for some other
way over, when the present passage was fixed upon. Leaving out
of consideration the tracks near the villages and towards the end
of Punmah Glacier, the way along its side and a c r w it might,
with a little labour, be made practicable for ponies. Even were
there more foobtraffic during the summer months than at present,
it might be worth while to see to the more difficult places, but a t
resent this line is wholly disused for a month a t a time. The
k w travellers that o this way do not know the places where the
deep fissures lie, a n f hence there is great loss of time in wandering
about in search of a roper direction. The ascent over this pass
is very gradual the w ole way ; ponies and yaks have frequently
been brought over from Yarkund. The line from Skardo to
Yarkund joins that from Leh in Ladak, near Mazzar.
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One of the most curious and suggestive features to be observed
in the Braldoh valley is connected with the great glacier of Biafo.
C b i n g the transverse valley into which it descends with its vast
mass of ice, and abutting on the cliffi on the opposite side, it forces
the river to flow at the foot of these, though in some places it is
completely hidden, coming into view only here and there. This
relative position of the B~afoGlacier to the Braldoh valley produced man years ago-how many I could not ascertain---one of
those c a d y s m s to which the Upper Indus is subject. The valley
of the Braldoh became wholly obstructed with ice, and the whole
of sandbanks and lines of streams
lake, which extended several milea
for some time, and when the waters
at last broke through their ic barrier, the damage done seems to
have been considerable J h e greatest flood chronicled in the
traditions of this region is that which took place along this very
tributary to the Indue some 200 years since, when the village of
Spanboo was quite destroyed, and its Musjid carried almost entire
into the Shigar River. This was considered to be a miracle, and
its timbers were accordingly re-erecten in one of the villages on
the left bank, where they remain to this day.
The grazing- ounds of the villages of the right bank of the
Braldoh lie up t e Thla Brok and neighbouring ravines ; those of
Askol'e are immediately above the village, whilst the villagers further
down have to take their herds and yaks up the spur above the
camping spots of Tsok and Punmah. The goats of this valley are
ve handsome, with fine curling horns like those of the Markore.
T h e villagers of these re ions have but few personal wants, and
all are obta~nablein the v ley. They dress entirely in puttoo, or
woollen cloth, which they make themselves: cotton is never used,
not even for turbans. rheir knowled e of the world is almost
limited to their own wild ravines, an! though many may have
crossed the Mustakh, I met with ver few who, in the other
direction, had been beyond Skardo. &winf the winter months
the men are engaged in hunting the Ibex, w en these are driven
off the higher ground by the snow and come down to the streams.
The animals are run down by dogs, which they take
at care of
and prize highly. The dogs are trained to get above t e Ibex, and
so drive them to s ts below, where the men are ready with their
matchlocks. The
seem to have the greatest fear of the dogs,
and, instead of bounding away, will run and then crouch behind
rocks on their approach, but takin little heed of the men. In
several plaee. I came upon the smalf stron ly-built hub, where the
people place the venibn, which freezes an% keeps till the return
to the village below. About Askol'e were fine crops o wheat,
beardless tromber, and turnip Peas are sown at the same time
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with the wheat. A t the time of my vkit they were green. Hay
is made towards the end of August, m ~ dis put up in large cocka
on all the large blocks about, whilst a11 the house-tops are covered
in like manner. Th'e fodder is excellent, containing a good deal
of lucern.

I now proceeded to survey the Basha branch of the S h i p
River. 1he skin-raft from Shigar being still in camp and the
manjis (boatmen) having found a good place for crossing the
river, opposite the village of Ylno, 1 left Tandoro on the 28th
of Bugast, and landed safely at the village of Kai u, in Goobalpur. The villees
ed on the right bank of t e Shigar are
well irrigated from t e small lscien of the second order, which
lie on the ridges about the peak B 2 I. T h y are also well wooded,
the walnubtrecs especially being very fine.
Next morning the Mountain of Koser Gunge, opposite to us,
formed a beautiful sight from its fresh whitewashing. Rain with
wind kept sweeping in heavy storms down the B a g h a River during
the day ;but we managed by evening to reach Chiitrun, passing on
our way over a very difficult piece of grouhd near the village of
Tsogo by means of ladders and planks. A recent inundation had
wrought great changes about the villa of Tisir, having destroyed
all the cultivation mar the stream, w ich now lay buried beneath
sand and detritus, with blocks of large size. Some eight or ten
houses had also been completely covered, and lar trees had been
torn away by their roots. The villagers said t at it had been
caused b the bursting of a glacier lake that took place in the
month o July : part of the village of Koshiimiil, on the kft bank
of thie same river, h d also been swept away, owing to an unusually
wet season, causing " s h w t " in the ravines. I was glad to find
that some improvemenb had been made near the hot spring at this
place (Chiitrun), and that a neat little bungalow had been built
for the use of the visitors. The hot s p r i g here (temperature
110" Fahr.), gives the name to the village, from "chu," water,
and " trun," hot. The water is aa clear as crystal, and without
any taste or smell. The valley from Chiitrun upwards towards
Arundu, in respect of its p i c t u q u e beauty, may be =id to surpas everything on this Bide Skardo, ending off as it does in the
glorious glacier of the Chogo Loombah. The villages are well
wooded, standing on the lower dopes amidst
ups of fine walnut
trees. A kind of arbele poplar also gmws E r e , but the apricot
does not thrive; and though ap lea and p a r a ripen, they are of
inferior kinds, The whole of t e road to Arundu is excellent
travelling. This adds greatly to the inducements which this valley
offers to visitom, and it ia well worth viaiting by all such as may
reach Skardo.
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It was necessary to fix some point well at the angle where the
b h a River valley, turning from due north and south, tnkes a
course west to Arundu, and so shuts out all the trigonornetrid '
points in the Shigar River. I lcft Doko very early, and, after
climbing a succeseion of grassy spurs, reached, at 3 P.M., the edge
of a glacier of the second order, some 1500 feet above which
a rocky slope extended, ending in a jagged ridge of bare rock.
W e crossed the glacier, and commenced the ascent, reaching the
summit in about an hour. Much as I had been accustomed to
the grand features of these regions, I do not remember that I ever
experienced a feeling of aatouishment so great as when I saw the
view which here presented itself. For my survey work no poiut
could be better ; higher it was scarcely possible to proceed along
the ridge to the south-west. Of the scene itself I can only venture
to indicate the component elements. T o the north-west there was
the ,oreat glacier of the Basha, with the little village of Arundu a t
its termination, its fields touching the ica On the west there was
Peak B 14, or Harammh, with its fine summit of eternal snow
towering above all the minor cones, and from which the lateral
&den in that direction were evidently derived. But the Niiahik
La and its glacieni were not visible, being shut out by the great
intervening mass of ridges, and spurs, and glaciers.
Next day, after having been benighted on the mountain slopes,
where we patxed a supperless and a sleepless night, we started
again for Arundu. 1 was much struck with this place, there
is so much that is novel and curious, even to a mountain traveller.
Not the least of thest! ie to see agriculture going on close up to
a glacier of so large a size. The remainder of our day here was
employed in reprations for our trip to the Niishik La, or Ptlsg
fkom this val ey into Nagayr.
On the 3rd of September the weather was again beautifully fine,
and I started a t 10 A.M. W e had to proceed up the right bank of
the glacier for about half a mile in order to cross it, and so enter
the valley of the Kkro Loombah, which here joins the Basha from
the wrth. This crossed, the track lay up the right flank of the
Kero Loombah, and for 4 miles, as far as the glacier of Niaro, was
. wretchedly bad. From the opposite moraine, aher crossii~gthe
glacier, a curious scene presented itself. As the lacier abuta
against the cliffi of the left bank of the E r o ~ o o m k i hRiver, it
had, when much larger than it now is, so corn letely stopped the
S
some
waters of thia river as to form a large lake T ~ happeued
ten years since. Before the formation of the lake, a wood of birchtrees, some of large size, covered the valley, and these, when
it became filled with water, had all been killed; and there they
now stood, with all their p u t white stems, which, taken with the
other features around, made up as desolate a scene as can be weu
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imagined. A few willows were beginning to shoot up a r i n ,
whilst the bottom of the old lake was gown over with a
jungle of rank grass. The size of this lake was about 2 mi es
long, by half a mile broad. From the line of the destroyed trees
it was 200 feet deep. This line was well marked by the birchtrees growin along the hill-side, which were on a level with the
moraine of t e Niam glacier. The lake continued as such for
rather more than a year and a half, and, fortunately for those
below, it subsided gradually, having taken about a month to
discharge itself. Here I p~tchedour camp, and on the next
morning (the 4th) we proceeded to the foot of the K'ero Loombah,
the walking being generally over plateaux of high grass, birch
owing in plenty on the mountain-sides. T r a m of bears were
gquent, but we did not come upon the animals. As we skirted
the glacier, evident si s that it was now on the increase were constantly to be seen in t e masses of upturned and broken turf.
About 1+ mile further u a lateral glacier descended from
amongst the mountai~lsto t e west, and the spur bounding it to
the north being practicable, 1 determined to fix the position. I
ascended till the snowy peaks Tram-Indue 2 and Trans-Indus 4
could be seen above the bounding range of the K'ero glacier on
me my. posithe north, while Traus-Indus 11 to the southeast gave
tion very correctly.
The K'ero Ganse here divides into two, that to the W.N.W.
leadin up to the pass ;that to the E.N.E., of equal length, descends
from t e mountains, which also bound the Hoh Loombah of the
Rraldoh valley, but which are quite impassable. Other smaller
ice-streams from the aks of the intervening ridge give each i b
quantum to this b r a n c r
I descended, and accomplished 2 miles more u the main glacier
on the
that day, encamping at a spot known as Kiitc 18Braedge of a little green tarn of water. Next morning we crossed the
glacier for 4 miles, diagonally, to the left bank, and left it at a
place known as Ding Brausa Ascending some 300 feet above it
we crossed over a spur, and $hen took to the ice again, where
a lateral glacier from the north descends into the main valley.
The ice here is much fissured, and at some seasons very dangerous. I t continued bad to Stiakboo Brausa (" Brausa " means
" place "), where, on a small s t of bare ground, two small conical
huts, or rather kennels (for t ey are only 3 feet high), have been
built for travellers who may be caught in snow-stoms on their
way over the pass. The narrow strip of moraine here disappears.
From this we ascended in order to avoid the dee fissures below,
and cut steps, for a distance of 200 yards, along t e steep slope of
the snow-bed, which runs down into the glacier. Beyond this, on
turning due north, the pats of the Niishik came in sight, up a gra-
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dually sloping ice-bed with w c e l a single crevasse, steep clif
enelwing it on either side ~everarofthe men felt the height, and
had to remain behind from sicknem and headache. I scarcely felt
it; and I think that the state of the stomach has a p a t deal to do
with these sensations.
The view from this point was superb down upon the enormous
acier below; whilst beyond were the fine snow-peaks of Transndus 2 and 4, sending off large tributary glaciers 10 to 12 miles
long. T o the east, the view lay along the glacier, which was visible
for 18 miles. On the north was one great elevated ice-plain, and
bounding the Nobiindi Sobiindi glacier. The breadth
of e main glacier was more than 2 inilea, covered with broad
moraines of black, white, red, and grey rocks, according to the
ice-streams it takes up in ita course. No glacier ecene in
the who e of the Himalayas can exceed t
b in the magnitude of
all its features. T o the westward, the view was shut out by the
s urn from the mountain, but the natives with me said that the
{acier terminated two days' journey distant, at Hisper, in Nagayr
%he descent from the
to the level ice below is about 3006
feet, and difficult as we1 as dangerous, being down steep slopes of
ice and rock ;so that it is necessary to let a man down, with a rope
round his waist, to cut places for the feet. After finishing my
work we retraced our ste , and at nightfall on the same day got
back to the encam ment, aving successfully surveyed the northern
watershed of the asha Braldoh.
On the 5th of August I started early, and reached Arundu by
noon. The next day, at 12 o'clock, I crossed the glacier, as before,
to the left bank, and, ascending on that side by the skim of the
C h o ~ oLoombah glacier, reached in the evening the ed e of a mall
acier lake, about a quarter of a mile square, called iikpon Tso.
hese lakes were numeroue, and formed a long linear series. They
have a desolate look, from the many buried treee (willow and
juniper) standin out of the water, most1 dead, the remainder
struggling for li e in the icy water. Some akes were covered with
masses of ice which had broken awa from the glacier cliff. The
waters were tenanted by flocks of duc s, but they kept out of gunshot.
We began the 8th by a long ascent up a spur, starting earl but
all to no purpose; other spur. beyond shut oi~tthe vier.
we
descended w i n , and proceeded up the side of the glacier, sometimes walking on the ice, and sometimes on the hill-side The
surface of the ice was inore uneven and broken than I had yet seen in
these large laciers, being, in fact, a sea of frozen waves as fm as
the e e cou d reach. The small lakes still continued wherever a
latera stream joined the glacier, thus making a barrier to its
waters. The appearance of the glacier continued the same the
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whole way u , with less debris on one side than on the other, but
were covered with $~ras,and near the
much fissurJ.
Theofdo'wi? low and juniper, forming little woods at
glacier was plenty
the junctions of the streams. The trackti of bears were to be eeen in
eve? direction in the sand and mud in the hollows between the
lacler and the mountain-side, but tbq.were probably at this time
f i h up amon the ravines.
8Nert day ( k p t 9) we crowed a large glacier h m the north,
1+ mile beyond which, the hill bein accessible, I ascended some
2000 feet to a fine knob. But the c ouds prevented m doing any
good work. I t was quite dark when we reached the eve1 of the
g l 9 e r i n the evening, and finding our camp men were not there,
had to bivouac out.
The bounding ridge hrrd been fixed by the previous day's
ascent, and with the exception of a few lateral ravines and lacier8
on the left bank, the survey of the whole of the Basha val ey was
now complete; so after a more detailed examination of the lefi
bank of the glacier we returned to Arundu under a drenching rain.
I made halt the next day, and the morning of the 12th saw o w
camp struck. I t was a lovely day, and our path lay down the left
bank and over the level sands below Arundu, afterwards along the
hill-sides to the pretty village of Doko.
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The whole of the valley drained by the Shigar River was now
surveyed, presenting on the lane-table as curious and wonderful a
map as can be well imaginJ. The district may be described as
one great area of ice-bound mountains, with lon trains of ice
debouching out into the drainage lines. The ~ f w i e rof Biafo
forms the striking feature of this region. The average slope of
this glacier is about 3-53 to 4'. I found that the slopes of these
glaciers wldom attained 5O, and 3.4O may be taken as the medium.
On the Chogo Loombah lacier, the ribboned structure is best seen,
though it is visible in a 1 ; these bands of coloured ice run continuously with the glacier in its le h, and croea sections show
n the sides of the glacier
them dipping towards the centre.
this slope was frequent1 from 32' to 40", and i n c d towards
the centre, where the L n d s were almost, if not quite, perpendicular.
The present thicknm of the ice is a point not easily determined ;
but, ju*
from striae in the aides of ravines from which glaciers
hare retire?, from 300 to 400 feet is not an exaggerated allowance
for what they once have been. I am inclined to think that it may
have been more for
nearer the river. The ice of these
glaciers is many feet isher in the centre than on the sides; it
also differs considembly in texture.
Whilst engaged in the work described in the preceding pqp,
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I have often been struck by the indications of considerable amounts
of change of temperature within what we may call our own timea
The proofs of this are to be found in many parts of the great
Himalayan chain. These consist in the enormoue terminal
morainev which in so many places abut on the lar r rivers, down
to which point glaciers must once have deacend$and
which in
some cases must have rivalled in length the preaent ones of the
Muetakh Range. If other evidence be required as to these older
glaciers, it is to be seen in the long furrows cut out of the eolid
rock as if with a chieel wielded by a gi antic hand, but more
neatly than any chioel would leave its wor . Nowhere are theee
great striations better seen than in the Shigar Loombah, the ravine
from Thyarlung on the right bank, some 3 milee u , wbere the
hard slates have been ground into rounded boeses, an streaked in
the line of the ravine.
Among the proofs that tbere has been a change of temperature
of recent date are the following. Many Pasees which were used
even in the time of Rajah Ahmed, Shah of Skardo, are now doaed.
The road to Yarkund over the Baltoro glacier which bcfore hi
tiwe was known aa the Mustakh, baa by the increase of the ice
near the pase become quite impracticable. I'he men of the
Braldoh valle were accordingly ordered to search for another
route, which tiey found in the present pas, at the head of the
Punmah glacier above Chiring.
Again, the J w r p o La can now be crossed only on foot;
whereas in former times ponies could be taken over it.
at the head of the Hoh Loombah ie now never used, though ere
is s tradition that it was once a pi188 ; no one, however, of the
resent geueration that I could hear of had ever crossed it.
Eertain large glaciers have advanced, such .D that at Arundu, of
which the old men assured me that in their young da s the terVigne
minal cliff was I t mile distant from the village.
my4 it was a considerable distance," it is now only about 400
yards. A like increase has taken place at Punmah, where within
the last six years the old road has been completely covered by the
ice and moraine, and where Mahomed, my guide, told me the old
camping ground was, now lies rr quarter of a mile under the ice : the
overthrown trew and bushes plainly testified to the recent advance
which this mass had made; this evidence was equally well seen
along the side of the Arundu glacier.
Even so lately as twelve years since, the people of Shigar were
two crop off their fields ;thus the first crop (barley),
was follow as m n as cut by a second (kungiini which ripened
by the end of autumn. Since that time it wi 1 not come to
maturity, so that after the barle the fields now lie fallow, and the
k u n g h i has now to be sown ear r in the season.
E 2
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It was now time for returnin to Kaahmir, our route being
through Punzul to the Alumpi %a, and our party had to be
divided, owing to the difficulties of the road. The first day I
reached the small summer huts of the shepherds, called Matuntoro
of
Klas. I was much surprised to meet with a few scattered
Pinus excelsa, but heard that they were also to be found in most
of the shady ravinea of the watershed between the Indus and Shigar
rivers. I here lost three days owing to the badness of the weather,
and on the morning of the 18th marched by a zigzag course up a
steep elope to the pass, from the top of which there le a fine view
of the mountains towards the Braldoh ; the Karakonim in the
extreme distance overtopping all. Trans-Indus 3, op site, looked
very fine. The last few days rain had given a 1 the higher
peaks fresh coatings of snow. Very little could be seen to the
south or west, so shut in were we on those sides by hi h s urs. A
good but steep descent took us down to Pakora K as ( las is a
summer hut). Our way thence was through a narrow gorge of
limestone (the bedding on either side being quite perpendicular),
and, following the left bank of a small s t w m , we reached the tint
village (Hilrim31) on the Tormik River, a considerable body of
water coming from the westward, flowing through a cultivated,
fairly wooded, and cheerful valley, with grassy spurs runnin
down into it from the mountains above. I followed the left ban
of the Tormik, crosing several small tributary streams joining it
from the north. The villagers all alo v were busy cutting
or wheat, or threshing it out with bulloc s: it was a cheerfu and
lively scene, which 1 a preciated the more from the bleak and
wild features amongst w ich I had of late lived.
The next morning looked unpromising for a1 ine work. I
started, however, hoping to make the F g e o the Stok La,
which I was anxious to crosa Our way lay along the left bank of
the Tormik, and was good and
. Near the first large
ravine from the north, called Tser rum, there was a 11ot.spring
like that of Chiitrun, clear, tasteless, and without smell. I t s
temperature was only 98". On reaching the foot of the pass,
clouds and snow compelled me to return. The Tormik River has
its sources in several small glaciers, and as the survey of the valley
was complete, there was no necessity for remainin . We reached
towards evening the small but prettily-wooded vi age of KGhipa,
down the Tormik valley.
On the 20th I roceeded towards the junction of the Tormik
with the Indus. &e were obliged to camp on the ascent in the
midst of falling snow, and the next morning mounted the remainin
portion, before the sun rose from behind the mountains to the nort
of the Indua On gaining the hi hest point there was a glorious
view of the peaks covered with f
snow. T o the southward, and
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up the Indus towards Skardo, fine grazing ground lay beneath ua,
and some hundreds of sheep were seen coming up from the
klas below. I t was a long and tiring descent to the Indus.
W e reached the rope-bridge at Mendi by 3 P.M., the longest
and best specimen of these b r i d p which I had seen, being
swung quite 150 yards above the nver, fmm the face of a sheer
cliff on the right bank. Its length was 110 feet, the path down to
it was well made of spars and beams overlaid with flat stones, with
a few ladders here and there. The bridge, with the river below
flowing smoothly along between its precipitous cliffs of rock, and
the foot of Mendi beyond, altogether formed a striking subject for
the artist. On the opposite side I was met by the Dogra Thanadar,
and the Balti Rajah, with whom I walked into the village of Mendi
Khur. I t is an odd-looking place, built on the banks of a large
stream flowing from the snowy range between Ronyul and Astore.
This has cut itself a deep and narrow gorge throu h the granite
rock, which ia spanned by a good wooden bridge. #he houaes are
built amongst the rocks on either bank, and aqueducts of hollowed
trees tue carried in every direction along the face of the cliffs
and across the gorge, conveying water to the houses as well as
the gardens.
On the 22nd we started early in the direction of Skardo, along
the left bank of the Indus-part of the road lying along the
slippery facesof the cliffs, and very dangerous. We camped under
some overhan in rocks opposite the village of Byicha, which sent
a deafening eo%oLck from the river, maring past close by. About
a mile and a half further on, after leaving camp next morning, we
reached another bad part of the road. I t was of exactly the same
kind as that we had passed the day before, consisting of a seriea of
ladders laced against the nearly perpendicular face of the cliffi ;
but the ladders were more dangerously laced, and aome of them
very rickety. This mute should not ge attempted by any one
on looking down from great heights. The
liable to get di
ladders often reate only against pieces of wood driven into cracks
in the rocks, and on looking through the rungs as ou go up, the
view presented is that of a great river ruahin alon Hke a foaming
torrent, a t the base of vertical cliffi, which escen 300 feet sheer
beneath one's feet.
After mching the to of the lamt ladder the path enters a deep
cleft in the rock, which or several yards is uite dark. Climbing
up two or three more ladders in this, we at%st emerged into the
light, again to descend u p n the river. Our path now continued
good for three miles, running close to the river: we then reached
the foot of a steep face of rock, the river flowing sluggishly at its
base. Our guide here informed us that we must strip and wade.
T h e water was dreadfully cold and reached up to my armpita
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W e then scrambled up the cliffi to regain the pathway ; thenceforward the road was good all the way to Krabathang and Bssho,
the r o d to which branches off at the former lace, ascending over
the cam ing-spot
the very hi h spur, called the Kutchi Bore
being on t e summit Between this pass and Mendi d h u r the
mountains of the south bank begin to be more wooded. Pinus
ezcelsa, the tall silver-fir, and birch, are seen in dense patches
wherever the slope admits of their growth.
The camp being pitched at Basho, I aswended a low spur above
the village to get a view of the large stream which here joins the
Indus. Glacier action of former times, was here very a parent in
the p e a t masses of an,aular rocks above the village: t e stream
come rushing down over these for about a mile and a half above
it, winding down a gently slopi~lavalley, with hi mountains on
either side. This knormous collection of angu ar rocks is the
terminal moraine of a large glacier, the remains of which are to be
sought higher up, and where now it is only some four or five miles
lonu, with broad feeders from the mo~intainson the west side.
Qn the 24th we still followed the left bank u wards, as far as
Kutzurah. There is very curiolls ound near utzurah, which
is situated at the western end of t e Skardo Basin, wl~eretbe
Indus begins to flow through a confined channel : the features
which attract attention are low undulating rounded hills, composed
entirely of angular rocks, but no surface-earth whatever nor sand.
I n the midst of these and close to the village is a pretty green
lake, about 600 pards long by 250 broad, of beautiful clear water,
from which the mountains around are reflected as from a mirror :
its stillness is only broken by the occasional rise of some fish. This
lake is called the Forok Tso.
The country around Kutzurah is well wooded and clothed with
verdure. We now left. the Indus valley to
tributary which it receives from the south.
wo milesupabove
a Inrt e
village we entered a level valley, about half a mile broad, between
steep mountains, the river flowingthrough it in a succession of dee
pools and winding reaches. At the end of this valley is the sma 1
village of Tsok, beyond which the valley narrowed to 200 or 300
yards, and was dotted with large clumps of willow-trees, the stream
flowing in four or five channela On the following day (25th) our
march still lay up the valle : the level bit so011 ended, and two
miles further the waters o f t e stream came roaring down over and
among the large angular blocks of an ancient moraine. As we
ascended, the hills became better wooded, and the cher (P.excelsa)
here was of tall growth. About 9 A.M. we reached the village of
Stokchiin, and by noon arrived a t Shi rthang, a wild drearylooking place, at the junction of three arge streams-the Dora
Loombah from the direction of the Boorje 4 the Munder Loolnbah
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and the Alum i Loombah. Close to the village are two subatantia1
guard-towers, uilt at the time when the various rajahs of Baltistan
were at war with each other.
Shigarthang, standin on a plateau a t the junction of four
valleys, gets every wind8 that blows, and in winter is dreadfully
cold, its elevation being 10,200 feet. The sheep of the district are
remarkably fine. From this place towards the Alum i La the
and nearly level : the banks of t e stream
valle is o n!
are ng wit WIIIOW~,and junipers stand scattered abmt over
the lower slopes of the mountain. About
miles further on is
the junction with a stream from the K'Bunnoch La, distant some
six miles; one of the roads to Astore over a small but crev888ed
glacier. On the 27th we ascended the pass of Alumpi 4 where
we came upon the skeletons of several men which lay bleaching
on the rocks, the remains of eome unfortunate coolies who had been
overtaken by wow-storms and had been frozen to death. Halfway up the ascent, in a small hollow, was a deep and beautifully
clear tarn of water: three more skeletoiis lay here, their loads on
the ground beside them, one being still fastexled to its bearer.
Theae spectaclee were not v
cheering to our party, for they
could not fail to remind one t at the same fate must happen to
ourselves should a snow-storm come on-for it would be im
to advance or return over such ground as we were now on.
stee bit of rather more than 1000 feet above the tarn brought us
to . e pass, where more bones and rags, and broken kiltahs told
the d i a l tale of many a man's last hours of sufferin in his
unsumearful fight with the elements Fifty men had peri$ed here
--coolies proceeding from Kapaloo to Gil 't with supplies.
By this time the day had suddenly c anged: huge rounded
masses of cloud were rolling u over the Deosai lains, and all the
high peaks were hid. The &nga Purbet, vhicR I had hoped to
see in all its beauty and grandeur across the valley of Astore, was
quite obscured. I found the level of the pass by boilin thermometer to be 15,200 feet. W e left this desolate spot as ast as we
could, for the clouds were gatherin and becoming very threatening:
fortunately we cleared the zone of angular dibris before the mow
began to fall. The wind was gusty, very strong, and cuttingly
cold the whole way to Boobin, a small place of three huts, the first
habitation on the Astore side. I found the people here very different from those of the other ride ; the language even had changed,
though the Balti predominated in it. And now, when my steps
were bent towards Kashmir, I seemed to feel that for the present
I had had enough of ice-fields and glaciers. The field-work for
.the season was at an end.
The valleys of Astore resemble those of Kashmir rather than
those of the other s i b : they are broad and open, and are bounded
~
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b forest-clothed hills of pines, the streams flowing along qaietly.
d e Dorh La will be found the best pass into the valle of tbe
Kishen-Gunga. The ascent is gentle and open, and t e road
excellent the whole wa into Kashmir, croJsing the Raj Diangan
Pass to d-nd
on the h u l l e r Lake bear Bunderpur.
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1V.-Reimnaigsance Survey of the L a b Districts of Otago and
M'KERROW,Esq, DisSouthland, Neur Zealand. By JAMES
trict Surveyor to the Province of Otago..
R&, January 25,

1864.

Mountains and Lakes.-The most marked and striking feature in
the configumtion of the country now under consideration, is the great
and sudden differences of elevation that diversify its surface ;the elevations take the form of mountain ridpa, and the depressions that of
rges, valleys, and deep rocky &Ins, the latter filled by lakes.
R e mountain. rise from 4000 to 9000 feet above thc sea-level ; and
as the line of perpetual con lation is 8000 feet above the sea-level
(as determined laet year E m the reconnaissance survey of the
Wanaka and Hawea Lake district), it follows that all elevations
eater than 8000 feet are within the glacier-producing zone.
!fhe hi hhest parts of the Forbes and Humboldt Mountains are
within 8 i s zone, and are covered with ice ; they are parts of the
great icefields that congregate around Mount Aspiring aa a
centre. The Earnslaw glacier, although only mvenng about a
square mile in extent, is still, on account of its position, a very.
imposing object ; it lies on the south side of Earnslaw, a t an elcvation of from 9000 feet down to the melting oint ; it is 15 miles
north by east of the head of the Wakatipu a k e ; and, as aecn
from any part of the most northerly 20 miles of it, is by far the
most attractive ob'ect in view. The lie of the country 1s nearly
from north to sou& ; and while the mountain ridges individually
range in that direction, they may, when taken in the mass, be more
correctly described as lying from N.N.E. to as.\v, and that being
directly athwart the track of the almost constant winds from the
Pacific Ocean, their influence on the climate of the country may
be musidered as of the highest importance ; for not only do they
break the force of these winds, but their cool tops condense the
vapours into showers that might otherwise pass over so narrow an
island without parting with a drop. The hei ht of the ridges
muses the downfall on them to take the form o snow, which lies
on them during the greater part of the year; thii circumstance,
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Oct. 14, 1869.
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